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(a) Original animation (b) Stylizing (a) with arc, staging, follow through, and squash and stretch 

(c) Surface level authoring interface: timeline sequencer (d) Second level authoring interface: node graph 

Figure 1: Our stylized 3D animation system. The layered user interface features a timeline sequencer (c) in which users can 
add stylization efects as additional channels for the corresponding objects (a), either individually or as groups (b). The efects 
can be added from a library of preset stylizations or further customized via a node graph (d). 

ABSTRACT 
Guided by the 12 principles of animation, stylization is a core 2D 
animation feature but has been utilized mainly by experienced 
animators. Although there are tools for stylizing 2D animations, 
creating stylized 3D animations remains a challenging problem due 
to the additional spatial dimension and the need for responsive 
actions like contact and collision. We propose a system that helps 
users create stylized casual 3D animations. A layered authoring 
interface is employed to balance between ease of use and expres-
siveness. Our surface level UI is a timeline sequencer that lets users 
add preset stylization efects such as squash and stretch and follow 
through to plain motions. Users can adjust spatial and temporal 
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parameters to fne-tune these stylizations. These edits are propa-
gated to our node-graph-based second level UI, in which the users 
can create custom stylizations after they are comfortable with the 
surface level UI. Our system also enables the stylization of inter-
actions among multiple objects like force, energy, and collision. A 
pilot user study has shown that our fuid layered UI design allows 
for both ease of use and expressiveness better than existing tools. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Stylization has long been applied to traditional animations to give 
them a sense of life and expressiveness [55], based on the 12 princi-
ples of animation that have been serving as the guidelines for both 
2D and 3D animations [34]. However, these guidelines still require 
sufciently high artistic and technical skills to achieve the desired 
efects. Although techniques have been proposed to reduce such 
skill and labor barriers for 2D animations [33], there is a lack of 
similar solutions for creating stylized animations in the 3D domain 
to our best knowledge. When compared to its 2D counterpart, 3D 
animation can be more difcult to teach, learn, and create [23, 26] 
due to the technical hurdles of 3D computer graphics [23] and the 
complexity of current 3D animation software [48]. Creating 3D 
animations in a stylized manner is even more demanding, as it re-
quires the animator “to have both a fair for timing, weight, acting 
and performance as well as a core technical understanding” [48]. 
Moreover, 3D animations are often deployed in settings like games 
and other interactive applications that expect responsive actions 
like contact and collision [12, 43] that require precise timing and 
coordination among multiple objects. 

When designing creativity support tools, it is important to con-
sider the balance between ease of use and expressiveness [32, 33]. 
There are three main authoring paradigms among existing anima-
tion software [56]: a keyframe-based approach that asks the user 
to insert keyframes in a timeline (Maya [7], Blender [21]), a proce-
dural approach in which various nodes are connected in a visual 
programming manner (Houdini [51], TouchDesigner [17]), and a 
preset-based approach that allows the users to curate from a set of 
predefned efects (PowerPoint [40], Adobe XD [4]). While the frst 
two approaches in general give the user more control and thus are 
more expressive, software in those categories is known to be hard to 
learn for novices [26, 48]. Creating with presets speeds up workfow 
and is friendly to beginners, but has limited fexibility [32, 56]. 

We propose a system that helps casual users, especially novices 
who have some but not extensive domain expertise, create stylized 
3D animations. The 3D animation pipeline is complex and com-
posed of many stages: modeling, texturing, rigging, and animat-
ing [10]. Fully-fedged 3D animation tools like Maya and Cinema 
4D [39] cover the entire pipeline and are designed for feature-
length animation productions. We instead concentrate on the ani-
mation stage of the pipeline and design for authoring casual anima-
tions [18, 31] with applications for domains like marketing, educa-
tion, and immersive experiences (Figure 9). Thus, our key design 
focus includes control, expressiveness, and ease of use. Informed 
by our design study in which 6 professionals in the 3D animation 
industry were interviewed, we design a layered authoring inter-
face that combines the aforementioned three authoring paradigms 
to fuidly balance between ease of use and expressiveness. On the 
surface level, the user works with a timeline sequencer similar to 
those found in existing keyframe-based software (Maya, Blender). 
However, we remove the keyframing mechanism and instead let 
users create basic animations and add stylization efects through 
placing clips grouped by tracks into the sequencer (Figure 1c). To 
further ease the usage and speed up the workfow, stylizations can 
be chosen from a preset library that includes motion efects based 
on animation principles, such as squash and stretch, anticipation, 

and follow through. The users can further tune additional spatial 
and temporal parameters of these efects to achieve desired results. 
These surface level selections and edits are then propagated to our 
node-graph-based second level authoring interface. Our tool is de-
signed so that the users do not have to work with the node graph 
UI. Once they become familiar with our tool, they have the option 
to create custom stylizations not provided in the preset library or 
change the behavior of existing stylizations by editing the node 
graph. For example, they can create a custom “wing fapping” efect 
by using a deformation node and editing its animation curve to 
control how an object bends. While our surface level timeline se-
quencer is optimized for ease of use, our node graph interface gives 
the user more control for extended expressiveness and fexibility. 
In summary, this layered UI design allows our tool to fuidly move 
along the ease of use-expressiveness spectrum, depending on the 
user’s familiarity with our tool and their end goals. As a whole, our 
system allows the stylization of not only individual object efects 
but also the interactions among multiple objects, such as contact, 
collision, force, and energy [1, 15]. 

We evaluate our prototype system through a pilot user study 
in which both novice and professional animators worked with our 
system and traditional 3D animation tools. Our results indicate that 
our tool allows for faster creation of stylized 3D animations while 
maintaining a good balance between ease of use and expressiveness 
as we initially set out to achieve. We further demonstrate the capa-
bilities of the system by creating example animations suggested by 
the participants in the fnal interviews. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Stylized animation authoring 
Popularized by Disney movies, the 12 principles of animation [55] 
have been a cornerstone of traditional hand-drawn animations. 
Codifying these stylization principles as motion efects for com-
puter animation has gathered signifcant commercial [2, 51] and 
research interests [33, 58]. In professional practices, stylized 3D an-
imations are made by animators using commercial tools like Maya 
and Cinema 4D. While powerful, they are complex to use and re-
quire a signifcant amount of training [48]. A variety of plugins for 
these tools exist to ease the stylization process, like Squash - Stretch 
Maker for Maya [24] and Squash & Stretch Kit for Unity [36]. How-
ever, these plugins are all special-purposed (support one principle 
only) and require users to learn their dependent software frst. 

Prior works also focus on simplifying stylization workfows. Mag-
icalHands [5] maps gestures to animations, while AniMesh [27] 
retargets motion capture data to rigged 3D models. Cartoon Anima-
tion Filter [58] modifes an input motion signal like video to exhibit 
stylized efects, and Eom et al. [19] similarly proposed a method that 
generates stylized motions from captured ones. Yet, in these works, 
the user has limited control over the output and needs to create 
the input data via other means. Space-Time Sketching moves and 
deforms 3D characters along drawn curves [22]. Artist-Directed 
Dynamics [8] and Dynamic Sprites [28] simulates transitions from 
one character pose to another based on example poses. However, 
stylizing the animations remains manual and requires the user to 
have a good understanding of the animation principles in these 
works. Motion Amplifers is perhaps the work most similar to ours 
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for 2D stylized animations [33] (diferences from our work elabo-
rated in Appendix A). It provides preset motion efects (amplifers) 
based on the animation principles. The user animates the position 
and rotation of a static sketch via direct manipulation and adds am-
plifers to stylize the original animations. Monster Mash [18] and 
Wonder Painter [14] streamline the 3D animation pipeline [10] by 
infating 2D sketches into 3D models. Animations are either created 
by moving control points of the infated model [18] or automatically 
generated with limited customization options [14]. 

Several challenges in designing authoring interfaces need to 
be considered. The frst is the balance between ease of use (un-
derstandability and usability) and expressiveness (diversity of re-
sults) [32]. Many tools mentioned above lean toward one side of 
this balance. The commercial tools are optimized for expressive-
ness and therefore hard to learn and use [48]. Tools that simplify 
existing workfows [18, 28, 58] are easy to use but are limited in 
terms of the stylized results. Secondly, the lack of modularity in the 
interface can limit either ease of use or expressiveness [33]. Tools 
that use keyframes [7, 8] or control points [18, 28] require the user 
to manually defne what happens at each time step. This represen-
tation forces the user to break down a stylized efect into atomic 
components, making it difcult to edit as a whole afterwards. For 
expressiveness, the lack of modularity can make it difcult to com-
posite multiple stylizations to create more diverse behaviors [18, 28]. 
The space-time curves in Space-Time Sketching [22] are modular 
and can be composited with each other for complex behaviors. Al-
though Motion Amplifers supports modularity via amplifers, its 
inability to edit them limited its expressiveness [33]. 

In our work, instead of creating a fully-fedged animation tool, 
we focus on the relatively less explored area of 3D stylized anima-
tion authoring for users who might not be professional animators. 
One of our primary goals is to address the balance between ease 
of use and expressiveness. As discussed by Truong et al. [57], cog-
nitive psychology research found that people mentally segment 
procedural tasks into coarse-grained events focusing on objects and 
fne-grained ones focusing on actions. We thus employ a layered 
authoring interface in which the surface layer (timeline sequencer) 
is optimized for ease of use and the second layer (node graph) 
provides more control to create custom stylized efects. 

2.2 Authoring via visual programming 
Visual programming often uses a node graph representation [25] 
and is a popular content authoring paradigm [25, 30, 61] because 
it enables non-programmers to produce complex and expressive 
results [42]. Prior work explored authoring via visual programming 
in 2D and immersive domains. In Dynamic Brushes [25], stylized 
brush strokes are created by mapping stylus input to procedurally 
generated patterns via a node graph. Kitty [30] enables the user 
to defne visual, spatial, and other relationships between elements 
of an illustration for interactive behaviors via a relational graph. 
In Object-Oriented Drawing [60], attributes of a visual element 
like shape and stroke are abstracted as nodes that can be linked 
to other elements. Changes to a node are refected in all linked 
elements to allow for consistent appearance and fuent mass editing. 
FlowMatic [61] allows the user to create interactive applications 

by specifying how objects should react to events like collisions and 
user inputs via a node graph in virtual reality. 

Overall, using node graph representations for stylized anima-
tions remain relatively less explored. Some commercial tools [17, 51] 
use visual programming for motion or visual efects but take sig-
nifcant efort to master. We are motivated by the above works to 
adopt a node-graph authoring paradigm as our second level UI for 
greater expressiveness of our system in an intuitive manner. 

2.3 Physics in 3D animation 
Handling contacts and collisions is fundamental to physically rea-
sonable efects in 3D animation [41]. Collision handling consists of 
two stages: detecting a collision and responding to it [41]. Physics-
based animation in general addresses both through simulations [9]. 
However, this approach can be hard to direct [11] and inhibits 
animators’ creativity and artistic expression [20]. Controls over 
the outcome of the fnal animations are limited to initial param-
eters [29], and a signifcant amount of tuning is often required 
to produce desired results [28]. To improve on this, recent work 
separates an object’s motion control from its simulated physical re-
actions [16, 28]. Coros et al. proposed a method that allows the artist 
to control the movement of an object and defne example shapes the 
object can deform to [16]. The models are then deformed according 
to the examples in reaction to contacts and collisions. 

While parts of the 12 principles of animation refect physical 
reality like follow through and squash and stretch [34, 55], the prin-
ciples overall encourage animators to use exaggerated motions to 
convey interesting stories [20], which Barzel et al. [9] summarized 
as “visually plausible motion”. Our system focuses on this type of 
efects and separates basic animations like translations from styliza-
tions. First, event markers are put on the timeline when collisions 
are detected (Figure 1c). With ample amount of control, the user 
can make objects react to collisions by adding stylizations around 
the marked time and tuning them using collision information. 

3 DESIGN STUDY 
We conducted a design study to understand existing authoring 
paradigms of stylized 3D animations to inform our system design. 

3.1 Methodology 
A mixed-method approach is used in the study, consisting of an 
analysis of tutorial articles and videos and interviews with 6 pro-
fessionals in the 3D animation industry. We frst collected and 
analyzed tutorials of state-of-the-art 3D animation software includ-
ing Maya, Blender, Houdini, Aero [2], After Efects [3], Cinema 4D, 
and KeyShot [38]. We studied each tool’s authoring mechanism and 
how it would be used to create the stylizations from the 12 princi-
ples. To gain more in-depth insights and provide validation to our 
fndings, we interviewed 6 professionals (2 animators A1 and A3, 2 
animation technical directors A2 and A4, 2 design tool managers 
A5 and A6). Each interview lasted 30 to 60 minutes. We asked them 
to speak from their experience about the pros and cons of existing 
3D animation software and how our tool should be designed with 
novices in mind, and solicited their opinions on how each of the 12 
principles of animation should be applied to 3D animation. 
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Figure 2: Example stylized animation creation workflows. Please refer to the supplementary video for live actions. (a): A motion 
path clip is added to move the duck along the 3D spline. (b): Motion path’s Easing is changed to Slow-out so the duck moves 
faster at the start. An anticipation clip that prepares the duck for dashing forward is added. (c): A follow through clip is added 
for a sense of speed. (d): A staging clip is added to attract the viewer’s attention. (e): The ball and the fsh are moved by motion 
path clips similar to (a). (f): An arc clip is added to make the fsh more lively. (g): Squash and stretch clips are added based on 
the event markers. (h): The user moves the motion path and adjusts squash clips’ parameters to fne-tune collision reactions. 

3.2 Existing tools and paradigms 
We adopted the categorization of animation authoring paradigms by 
Thompson et al. [56]: keyframe-based, procedural-based, and preset-
based, and discuss each category’s advantages and drawbacks. 

Keyframe-based. This paradigm can be found in many popular 
animation software [7, 21, 39]. The user inserts keyframes at specifc 
positions in a timeline to control how attributes of a 3D object (e.g. 
rotation, scale) should change over time. Although versatile and 
used by many professionals, this approach can be hard to learn 
for beginners (A4 and A6). A6 further suggested that keyframing 
coarse-grained motions is simple, but creating stylized efects can 
be challenging. For example, a typical bouncing ball animation with 
squash and stretch requires the user to key 9 diferent attributes 
of a sphere: Rotate XYZ, Scale XYZ, and Position XYZ. These 
keyframes need to be positioned temporally in coordination with 
each other in order to look convincing. Editing the squash and 
stretch efect is also difcult because each keyframe needs to be 
adjusted individually. 

Procedural-based. In this approach, users create animations via 
visual programming [56]. A popular representation is the node 
graph, which is employed by many programs we researched [2, 17, 
51]. This paradigm enables non-programmers to create expressive 
visual results [42]. However, A4 pointed out that “a node graph 
flled with nodes can seem intimidating to novice users.” Sousa et 
al. also stated that large graphs can cause visual cluttering [52]. 
Moreover, the lack of a timeline-like metaphor makes it difcult 
to coordinate the timing of diferent animations [33], limiting the 
expressiveness of this paradigm. 

Preset-based. Animating with presets has the benefts of a lower 
learning threshold and reduced time and efort [56]. Design tools 
like PowerPoint [40] and XD [4] provide template animation and 
transition efects. Motion Amplifers [33] ofers preset efects for 
2D sketches, and Aero has an animation library [2]. However, this 
paradigm also sufers from the lack of a timeline in terms of expres-
siveness [33] and ease of use: “Users of Aero have been saying that 
timing diferent animations is a pain” (A5). 
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Figure 3: Example stylizations in our preset library: (a) arc, (b) follow through, (c) squash and stretch, (d) staging, (e) anticipation. 

Hybrid. It is common for animation tools to employ multiple au-
thoring paradigms [56]. After Efects has preset efects for layers in 
a timeline, and Blender ofers a node-based plugin [37] in addition 
to its timeline. Hybrid approaches in these tools are designed for 
speeding up an existing workfow or ofering alternative ways for 
similar outcomes. Example-based approaches automatically inter-
polate between example states, and state transitions are triggered 
by factors like time [8] and events [28]. Sketch-based tools allow for 
animating via direct manipulation, and stylizations can be added 
via presets [33] or more sketching [22]. Overall, hybrid authoring 
interfaces combine the strengths of various authoring paradigms 
to ofset their individual faws. 

3.3 Insights and discussion 
Various animation authoring paradigms exhibit diferent strengths 
in terms of ease of use and expressiveness. While keyframe and 
procedural-based software gives the user full control, it requires a 
signifcant amount of learning and the user often needs to create 
everything from scratch. On the other hand, animating with presets 
can speed up the workfow and has a lower barrier of entry but can 
be limited in terms of expressiveness. The balance between ease 
of use and expressiveness is summarized by A6 as the Curation → 
Customization → Creation spectrum. Curation is montaging presets 
from a library like curating an exhibition (ease of use). On the other 
hand, Creation means building everything from scratch with full 
control, like keyframing a bouncing ball animation (expressiveness). 
Customization, situated in the middle, gives the user a base to build 
upon with the ability to make further changes. 

This spectrum converts the ease of use-expressiveness trade-of 
into a sliding scale that encourages the combination of authoring 
paradigms in a layered manner to support diferent levels of control 
that a user may need depending on their experience and target 
outputs. This idea was supported by Shneiderman et al. [50] and 
echoed by A2, who suggested to us to design the system not only 
with intuitive presets for users near the Curation end but also with 
advanced controls to move them through the spectrum as they 
become more experienced. Moreover, while some efects like follow 
through have defned visual qualities, others like anticipation vary 
from context to context [34]. A layered approach thus allows us 
to defne default behaviors for vaguely defned stylizations while 
enabling them to be modifed based on contexts. 

3.4 Design goals 
Based on our design study, we have formulated a set of design goals 
for our stylized 3D animation authoring system. 

Layered authoring interface for ease of use and expressiveness. Our 
primary goal is to fuidly balance between ease of use and expres-
siveness. To achieve this, we should employ a layered authoring 
paradigm because of its fexbility and its ability to mitigate the 
drawbacks of individual paradigms as discussed above. The user 
should be able to choose which authoring paradigm they want to 
use based on their familiarity with the tool and desired results. 

On the surface level, we should employ a timeline sequencer 
but refrain from incorporating keyframing to make it intuitive to 
use and easy to learn (A4 and A6). To harness the strength of the 
preset-based authoring paradigm, the user should be able to di-
rectly add and position predefned stylizations to the timeline for 
easy coordination of diferent animations. Once the user becomes 
comfortable with the surface level UI, they should be able to further 
customize or defne stylizations through a second level authoring 
interface [50]. Since visual programming has the beneft of increas-
ing the expressiveness of a system while being relatively easy to 
use, we adopt a node graph representation as the second level UI 
while keeping it straightforward to edit (A4 and A6). 

Efciency and modularity. Our system should make the process 
of authoring stylized animations efcient by providing a library 
of preset stylizations based on the 12 principles of animation (A4). 
Each preset should provide a set of adjustable parameters for fne-
tuning and should be modular for ease of editing and composability 
with other stylizations for more complex efects (A6). The benefts 
of modularity on expressiveness of the authoring system has been 
demonstrated by works discussed above [22, 33]. 

Real-time visually plausible physics. Our tool should focus on 
stylizing animations with visually plausible motions [9]. The au-
thoring of original animations and stylizations should be separated 
for ample control. Collisions should be automatically detected and 
marked to assist the user with timing animations in reaction to 
collisions with real-time visualizations and feedback (A2 and A4). 

4 USER INTERFACE AND INTERACTION 
Based on our design study and goals, we have implemented a styl-
ized 3D animation authoring system that consists of a layered user 
interface and a library of preset stylizations. The term “stylization” 
in our system refers to a type of animation, which can be either 
plain object transformations like translation and rotation, or mo-
tion efects based on the 12 principles of animation, like squash 
and stretch and follow through. We describe these components 
below, and illustrate how they work together in example authoring 
sessions shown in Figure 2. 
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4.1 Layered authoring interface 
Our layered authoring interface is composed of two levels. On the 
surface level, the user works with a timeline sequencer that con-
tains tracks and clips to compose stylized animations in a modular 
manner (Figure 1c). Beneath the surface level, a node graph de-
fnes the behavior of each preset stylization (Figure 1d). Once the 
user becomes familiar with the timeline sequencer, they can work 
with the node graph to create custom stylizations (Figure 8), which 
extend the preset library beyond the 12 principles of animation. 
Note that users new to our system are able to only work with the 
timeline sequencer without editing the node graph. 

Timeline sequencer. The timeline sequencer looks similar to the 
conventional timeline tool found in popular 3D animation software 
like Maya and Blender (Figure 1c). However, instead of storing 
keyframes that control various object attributes, our timeline se-
quencer consists of clips grouped by tracks (rows). Each clip repre-
sents a modular unit of animation, and all clips in the same track 
have the same type of stylization. An object binds to a track and 
is animated when the playhead of the timeline moves through a 
clip, whose length and position directly controls the duration and 
timing of animations. Multiple stylizations can be placed on mul-
tiple tracks bound with the same object to create more dynamic 
efects (Figures 2 and 8). For example, as shown in Figure 1b, while 
moving along a motion path, the fsh is stylized with arc, follow 
through, staging, and squash and stretch. 

Node graph. Each stylization in the timeline sequencer is in-
ternally represented by an automatically generated node graph 
(Figure 1d). Novice users are able to work only with the timeline se-
quencer to create stylized animations. As they become more familiar 
with our system, they have the option to create custom stylizations 
by editing the node graph (detailed in Section 5.3). The user can 
easily apply the same custom stylizations to multiple objects by 
assigning the same node graph to them. Overall, we keep the user’s 
interactions with the node graph simple to ensure that people new 
to this paradigm can quickly learn to use it. 

Event markers. To help users create animations that react to par-
ticular events like collisions, our system detects collisions between 
objects when the timeline is being played. Once a collision is de-
tected, an event marker containing information about the collision 
is placed at the time when it takes place (Figure 1c). Collision in-
formation includes the name of the colliding object, collision point, 
and collision direction (normal). The user can use this information 
to adjust the parameters of the stylizations. 

Motion path. Animating an object’s position requires a 3D spline 
referred to as a motion path (Figure 3a), a common feature in many 
animation systems. Our system ofers a freeform shape and 8 para-
metric shapes (star, circle, polygon, arc, ellipse, rectangle, helix, 
line) with adjustable parameters (radius, height, etc.). The user can 
add, remove, or translate vertices to defne the 3D spline. All shapes 
have a Smoothness parameter that controls the curvature of line 
segments in between two vertices (0 makes it a straight line). 

4.2 Preset stylizations 
Our preset stylization library contains motion efects constructed 
from a subset of the 12 principles of animation and basic manip-
ulators like motion path and rotation that are building blocks for 
other stylizations (Figure 3). Each preset has adjustable parameters 
that are exposed when a clip embodying it is selected (Figure 2). 

Kazi et al. [33] classifed the 12 principles of animation into 
5 categories. Principles in the categories of visual design (solid 
drawing, appeal) and the process of animation (straight ahead and 
pose to pose) are not translatable to motion efects because the 
former applies to a diferent part of the 3D animation pipeline [10] 
while the latter pertains to animation drawing techniques. Within 
geometric manipulation, we also omitted secondary actions because 
our tool is intended to work with single-mesh solid objects. 

4.2.1 Common parameters. A clip embodies a stylization and ex-
poses its parameters (Figure 2). We frst describe common parame-
ters that apply to all stylizations. The frst one is Clip Direction, 
which controls the direction in which a clip is played. Changing 
it from Forward to Reverse plays the animation backward. The 
direction is indicated in a clip’s name by “»” or “«” (Figure 1c). The 
second one is Animation Curve, which visualizes the underlying 
mapping from a clip’s local time to an output progress. For preset 
stylizations, the curve refects changes made to the Easing param-
eter (Figure 2a). For custom stylizations, it displays the animation 
curve defned in the node graph. 

4.2.2 Basic manipulations. These stylizations are basic manipula-
tors common in many animation systems. 

Motion path. This stylization moves an object over time to travel 
along the 3D spline assigned to the Path parameter (Figure 2a). The 
user can ofset the object from the path by changing Path Ofset. Is 
Rotate To Path controls whether the object’s Align Axis should 
be constantly rotated to the direction of the motion path’s tangent. 

Scale. This efect changes an object’s scale from Start Scale to 
End Scale over the duration of the clip. Scale Center defnes the 
origin from which the object is scaled, and comes with 3 options -
Top Center, Center, and Bottom Center - to help novice users more 
easily adjust the origin in object space. These options are chosen 
due to their common usage and because the squash and stretch 
stylization requires scaling from one end of the object (e.g. ball 
hitting the foor). Users who understand object space coordinates 
can use the Freeform option to freely defne Scale Center . 

Rotate. Rotate animates the rotation of an object from Start 
Rotation to End Rotation over the duration of the clip. 

Bend. This efect deforms the object in a “bending” manner from 
Bend Center along Bend Direction (Figure 4). Bend Factor con-
trols the amount of bending (Figure 2c). Similar to Scale Center, a 
Freeform and common options are provided for both Bend Center 
and Bend Direction. Bend Center have the same options as Scale 
Center, and the common options of Bend Direction are the 3 axes 
of an object in positive and negative directions. 

4.2.3 Stylizations from principles. Here we describe the subset of 
the 12 principles of animation in our preset library. 
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(a) Free form deform (b) Arc deform (c) Bend deformation via origin (d) Bend deformation via direction 

Figure 4: Mesh deformations via free form deformer (FFD). Every model is initialized with a 4 × 4 × 4 FFD shown in (a). In (b), the 
gray anchor points of the Align Axis of the FFD are translated to corresponding red points on the motion path, while the rest 
of the vertices of the FFD follow passively. Bend deformations can be controlled by changing Bend Origin and Bend Direction 
parameters. Bend Origin is Bottom Center and Top Center in (c), and Bend Direction points up (Y) and right (X) in (d). 

Slow-in and slow-out. This afects how other stylizations are 
played via the Easing parameter (Figure 2a) with 4 options: Slow-
in & Slow-out, Slow-in, Slow-out, and None. Slow-in slows down 
the animation at the beginning, while Slow-out at the end. The 
default Slow-in & Slow-out does both (Figure 5a). Selecting Slow-in 
or Slow-out exposes End Speed or Start Speed that controls the 
animation speed. Both speed options are exposed when None is 
selected (Figure 5b). These options allow for easy control of ani-
mations without the need for manual adjustments of value curves 
in the traditional keyframing approach. For example, the Slow-out 
option with a high Start Speed can be assigned to a motion path 
clip that follows an anticipation clip to convey the idea that the 
anticipation action makes the object move faster initially (Figure 2). 

Squash and stretch. This stylization stretches or squashes the 
object along the Scale Axis from Scale Center (Figure 3c). The 
Scale Axis can be set to one of the X, Y, Z axis. A full squash 
and stretch motion consists of three parts - stretching out from 
an initial shape, squashing down when stopped, and stretching 
back to the initial shape. The efect is thus divided into two sub-
actions: a stretch action and a squash action, which can be selected 
through the Squash or Stretch parameter (Figures 2d and 2e). The 
amount of stretching or squashing is controlled by Stretch Factor 
or Squash Factor respectively. 

Follow through. This efect mimics how some parts of an object 
lag behind other parts near the source of motion due to inertia 
(Figure 3b). It bends the object from Bend Center along Bend Di-
rection when the object is moving. By default, the Bend Center 
is set to Bottom Center as the source of motion usually comes from 
where the object touches the ground (Figure 2c). 

Arc. The arc principle has two interpretations, both of which are 
supported. The frst means that an object should move in curved 
paths instead of straight lines [55] and is controlled by the Smooth-
ness parameter of the 3D spline motion path described above. The 
second is deforming the object along its motion path [22, 33] and 
achieved through the arc stylization type (Figure 3a). 

Staging. The original staging principle is a broad concept about 
leading the audience’s eye to “exactly where it needs to at the 
right moment” [34]. We took inspiration from prior work [33, 47] 
and added a motion trail behind the object to draw the viewer’s 
attention (Figure 3d). Trail Color, Trail Transparency, and Trail 

Texture are used to adjust the appearance of the motion trail, while 
Staging Factor controls its length (Figure 2d). 

Anticipation. Anticipation is another broadly defned animation 
principle meaning “the preparation for an action” [34]. The ambigu-
ity of this principle is echoed by A6 in our design study: “Anticipa-
tion is tricky because you don’t know what it looks like.” To address 
this, we play to the fexibility of the node graph by allowing the 
default behavior of the anticipation stylization to be customized. 

By default, anticipation gradually bends an object backward like 
a stationary follow through (Figure 3e). This default behavior is 
inspired by A1 in the design study, who described the anticipation 
behavior as “pulling on a spring, holding it there for a bit before 
releasing it.” The user can use the node graph to change the default 
bending to either scaling or rotating as these manipulations do not 
require a 3D spline to be drawn. Example use cases include a balloon 
scaling up before loosing air and a product turntable animation 
before the exploded view. Broadly, our timeline sequencer extends 
anticipation to any stylization placed immediately before another 
motion, based on the anticipation principle’s original defnition [34]. 

4.2.4 Implicitly supported animation principles. In addition to the 
stylizations described above, our system enables implicit applica-
tions of the Timing and Exaggeration principles. Timing is defned 
as “the amount of time that action will take on screen” [55]. The 
user can adjust the speed of an animation either through the length 
of a clip or the Easing parameter. Exaggeration is embedded in 
the adjustable parameters of each stylization. For example, one can 
exaggerate squash and stretch or the follow through inertial force 
by increasing corresponding factors. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 
Our system is developed in Unity [53] with C# under macOS 11.4 Big 
Sur. The timeline sequencer is built with Unity’s Timeline API [54], 
and the node graph with xNode [13]. The 3D splines and the free 
form deformers (FFD) [49] are part of MegaFiers [59]. A 4 × 4 × 4 
FFD is created for a given 3D model with the same size as its 
bounding box (Figure 4a). Translating the FFD’s vertices deforms 
the object mesh, and diferent deformations are composited together 
by combining each vertex’s translation vectors. 

Unity’s physics engine detects collisions between object colliders 
every frame. To ensure that our system can always produce real-
time previews, we use a collider with the same shape as the object’s 
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(a) Default animation curve (b) Adjusted animation curve (c) Animation curve with auto-pause 

Figure 5: Manipulating animation curves through preset stylizations. (a) is the default animation curve with slow-in and slow-
out. (b) is the result of setting Start Speed and End Speed to 1. In (c), a fat region is added to the animation curve of the motion 
path clip corresponding to the squash clip. The blue handles are controlled by the Bounce Of Speed parameter. 

FFD, instead of one that has the same shape as the object’s mesh, 
which can produce more accurate detection results but becomes 
computationally expensive as the mesh increases in complexity. 

A clip represents a modular unit of animation with a specifc 
stylization type. The behavior of that stylization is defned and 
executed by its linked node cluster in the node graph (Figure 6). 
Adjustable parameters associated with that stylization are stored 
within each clip. When a clip is played, it passes these parameters 
to the linked node cluster, which takes them as input to execute the 
animation. This allows the user to set diferent parameter values 
for diferent clips of the same stylization type (Figure 2). 

5.1 Graph nodes 
A node cluster consists of three nodes: Animation, Action, and 
Efect (Figure 1d). 

5.1.1 Animation node. This node is a time warper via a Bézier ani-
mation curve. It maps the input time t (0 to 1 in a clip’s local time) 
to an output progress with two end points anchored at (0, 0) and 
(1, 1). The slope coming into a point, inTangent, and the slope com-
ing out a point, outTangent, of the two end points are controlled 
by the Easing parameter in preset stylizations (Figures 5a and 5b). 
The animation curve can be directly edited in custom stylizations. 

5.1.2 Efect node. This node links the node cluster to a particular 
stylization through its Stylization Type parameter and has no 
output. To complete a node cluster, both an Animation node and a 
type of Action node need to be connected to an Efect node. When a 
clip is played, it passes information including parameters and local 
time to the Efect node, which then calls on the connected nodes 
to animate objects. For example, to perform slow-in and slow-out, 
the Efect node updates the tangents of the animation curve in the 
Animation node. For squash and stretch, the Efect node triggers 
volume-preserving scaling in the Scale Action node. 

5.1.3 Action nodes. These nodes execute animations based on the 
progress input from the Animation node and stylization parame-
ters. There are 6 types of Action nodes in 2 categories: Basic trans-
formations and Mesh and shader manipulations. 
– Basic transformations include: 
Motion Path This node moves an object along a 3D spline by 
mapping progress to a point on the spline. 

Rotate This rotates an object by linearly interpolating between 
Start Rotation and End Rotation by the interpolant progress. 

Scale This node animates the scale of an object from Start Scale 
to End Scale with the origin at Scale Center. Each FFD vertex 
is translated by the position vector of Scale Center, multiplied 
by a scaling matrix, and then translated back. 

– Mesh and shader manipulations include: 
Arc Deformation This node deforms the object along a motion 
path at progress (Figure 4b). Anchor points along an object’s 
Align Axis (gray) are projected to corresponding points on the 
path (red). The vertices of the FFD are then rotated accordingly 
to deform the object. 

Bend Deformation This node creates a vector V®B from Bend 
Origin along Bend Direction and computes the distance Di 
between each FFD vertex and V®B (magnitude of the vector 
between a vertex and its projection onto V®B ). Each vertex is 
then translated by V®B · Di · Bend Factor (Figure 4). 

Motion Trail This node updates the Direction vector of a cus-
tom motion trail shader written in HLSL to draw the trail in the 
opposite direction of the object’s movement (Figure 3d). The 
custom vertex shader scales down the object mesh slightly and 
extrudes each mesh vertex along Direction by the amount of 
Staging Factor with added perlin noise. 

5.2 Building preset stylizations from nodes 
Motion path, Scale, Rotate, and Bend. These 4 presets use their 

corresponding Action nodes to animate objects. 

Slow-in and slow-out. This stylization changes the inTangent 
and outTangent of the points of an animation curve to achieve the 
easing efects. The Start Speed and End Speed parameters assigned 
through a clip are respectively set to the outTangent of the start 
point and the inTangent of the end point (Figure 5a). 

Squash and stretch. This stylization uses a Scale node to scale 
the object in a volume-preserving manner (Figure 3c). It scales 
the dimension corresponding to Scale Axis by ScaleFactor and 
the other two dimensions by √ 1 . ScaleFactor is calcu-

ScaleFactor 
lated by evaluating the animation curve at clip local time t. The 
animation curves of stretch clip starts at (0, 1) and goes up to (1, 
Stretch Factor), while the animation curve of a squash clip starts 
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Figure 6: Node clusters of 3 preset stylizations: motion path, arc, and staging. Arc and staging takes input from motion path’s 
Animation node to ensure proper behavior. Staging’s smoothed curve is constructed by setting all tangents of points to 0. 

at (0, Stretch Factor of the preceding stretch clip), goes down to 
(0.5, Squash Factor), and then ends at (1, Stretch Factor of the 
following stretch clip) as shown in Figures 2g and 2h. This ensures 
smooth transitions between each clip. 

Since the squashing action requires the object to stop moving 
briefy in a collision event, pauses are automatically added to the 
motion path clip when a squash clip overlaps with it on the timeline. 
A pause is a fat line segment with two end points, and multiple 
squash clips adjacent to each other create one consecutive pause 
(Figure 5c). The Bounce Of Speed parameter of the squash clip 
controls the speed at which the object comes into and out of the 
collision by changing the inTangent of the point at the start of 
the pause and the outTangent of the point at the end of the pause 
(blue handles in Figure 5c). 

Follow through. It uses the Bend Deformation node and adjusts 
the bending amount according to the object speed, in addition to 
the Bend Factor parameter. No follow through takes place when 
the object is stationary (Figure 3b). 

Arc. Arc uses the Arc Deformation node and requires a motion 
path clip to be present to deform the object along the path (Fig-
ure 3a). The time t value of arc’s Animation node takes input from 
that of motion path to ensure proper behavior (Figure 6). 

Staging. Staging uses the Motion Trail node to draw a trail behind 
the object (Figure 3d). The Animation node of staging also takes 
input from that of motion path and recreates a smoothed version 
of motion path’s animation curve to ensure that the motion trail 
does not change in length abruptly (Figure 6). The smoothening is 
achieved by setting all point tangents to 0, and the trail length is 
calculated as Staging Factor × Slope of the smoothed curve at t. 

Anticipation. By default, anticipation uses a Bend Deformation 
node (Figure 3e). Its behavior changes accordingly when the Action 
node is changed to either Scale or Rotate (Figure 8d). 

5.3 Custom stylizations 
To create a custom stylization, the user builds a new node cluster 
in 3 simple steps (see Figure 8 for examples): (1) Choose an Action 
node. (2) Set the Efect node’s Style Type to Custom. (3) Edit the 
animation curve in the Animation node to defne desired behaviors. 

6 EVALUATION 
We conducted a user evaluation with both professional and novice 
animators to investigate the following research questions: (1) How 
does our system compare with the traditional animation software 
in terms of ease of use, time to completion, satisfaction, and expres-
siveness? (2) How does our layered authoring interface address the 
balance between ease of use and expressiveness (i.e. are the partic-
ipants able to work with the node graph after becoming familiar 
with the timeline sequencer)? Inspired by prior creativity support 
tools that were also designed to help users with content author-
ing [33, 45, 46, 61], we have designed our user study as follows. 

6.1 Participants 
We recruited 6 participants (2 female, 2 male, 1 non-binary, 1 prefer 
not to say) to evaluate our system. 2 of them were professionals (P1, 
P2) and 4 were novices (P3, P4, P5, P6). P1 has 1 year of experience, P2 
has 4 years, and both use Cinema 4D in their professional practices. 
The novice participants have experience with Blender (ranging from 
beginner to intermediate based on the post-study questionnaire). 
Each participant was compensated for their time. 

6.2 Procedure 
All the experiments were conducted on a 15-inch laptop. Each study 
was approximately 2 hours and consisted of 4 sessions: training, 
target, open creation, and interview and feedback. The participants 
were encouraged to think aloud during the sessions. The instructor 
(frst author) was present to provide guidance, observed participant 
behaviors, and collected animation data and feedback. 

Training (30 minutes). Each participant frst watched a short 
video to get an overview of our system. After introducing the par-
ticipant to the 12 principles of animation, the instructor walked 
them through a step-by-step tutorial of the system. The participant 
was then given 10 minutes to freely explore the system. 

Target (60 minutes). The participants were asked to reproduce 
the two target stylized animations shown in Figure 2 in two condi-
tions: a baseline condition with a traditional 3D animation software 
and a condition with our system. The two target animations to-
gether employed all non-basic stylizations in our preset library. In 
the baseline condition, the participants were free to choose which 
software they wanted to use. The 2 professional participants (P1, 
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Figure 7: User study results. Since only our tool was used in the open session, the expressiveness ratings of the traditional tools 
were reported by the participants based on their prior experiences. 

P2) used Cinema 4D and the rest used Blender. Both tools are pri-
marily keyframe-based but also have node-based and preset-based 
functionalities. The same models and motion paths were provided 
to all participants in both conditions. The condition orders were 
fully counterbalanced among participants, and there was no time 
limit for each condition. 

Open creation. The goal of this session is to evaluate the expres-
siveness of our system as well as identify strengths and issues. Each 
participant was given a set of 3D models to use and was free to 
explore the tool to create stylized animations. They were asked 
to draw motion paths if needed, and were encouraged to work 
with the node graph to change the behaviors of the anticipation 
stylization or create custom ones. 

Interview and feedback. The participants were asked to fll out 
a questionnaire to rate various aspects of our system and record 
their background information. The instructor then interviewed 
each participant for feedback. 

7 RESULTS 
Our user study results are summarized in Figure 7. All participants 
completed the target session in both conditions and in the baseline 
condition all authored animations primarily using keyframes. 

7.1 Quantitative measurement 
On average (Figure 7a), the target session took 36 minutes (sd = 
6.72) for the baseline condition and 8 minutes for our system (sd = 
1.45). The efect of condition on completion time was signifcant 
(t(5) = 9.87, p < .001). This indicates that our system is more 
efcient and faster to use. 

In the baseline condition, novice users (P3, P4, P5, P6) struggled 
with using mesh deformers to achieve the bending efects of an-
ticipation and follow through (frst animation) and scaling the ball 

from its bottom for squash and stretch (second animation). P5 and 
P6 resorted to online help during their sessions. P2 reproduced the 
staging motion trail with a transparent material but needed to work 
with Cinema 4D’s renderer which does not update in real-time. 
These struggles accounted for longer completion time. With our 
system, P5 and P6 mistakenly used anticipation instead of follow 
through but recovered independently after rewatching the frst ani-
mation. P1 and P4 missed the subtle arc deformation in the second 
animation but were able to add it when reminded. 

7.2 Subjective feedback 
In the post-study questionnaire, the participants compared the two 
conditions based on a set of 1-5 Likert scale questions (higher is 
better) as shown in Figure 7b. Overall, the participants found our 
system to be easier and faster to use and were more satisfed with 
the experience than the baseline condition. They also found our 
system to be somewhat more expressive than the traditional tools. 

7.2.1 System. The participants in general found our system to 
be beginner friendly. For the timeline sequencer, the participants 
thought that it is an intuitive metaphor (P4, P5) and easy to use 
(P2, P3, P5). When working on the target animations in the base-
line condition, P2 mentioned that they have to plan what should 
happen at each frame in order to build the animation. In contrast, 
with our system, P2 “just needs to coordinate diferent clips” and 
found this way to be “more straightforward than keyframing.” P1 
and P3 liked how clips abstract motion efects as units and can be 
used out-of-the-box. In terms of composability, P3 commented that 
“the layering of clips is easy to visualize and allows me to compose 
more complicated efects.” 4 participants found the node graph to 
be easy to work with after learning to use it with some guidance 
(P2, P3, P5, P6). Both P2 and P4 appreciated how it enables them 
to create custom stylizations and adjust the presets beyond the 
parameters provided. P1 liked how it enables the same efect to be 
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Figure 8: Open session results. Within each case are the sample animation frames (top), the corresponding timeline sequencer 
(middle), and the custom stylization in node graph (bottom). Section 7.3 provides detailed descriptions of these results. 

applied to multiple objects (Figure 8f). P5 found that the customiza-
tion capability to be “great for achieving organic efects that look 
more random” (Figure 8a). Overall, the feedback indicated that the 
Efciency and modularity design goal has been achieved. 

In terms of physics, P2 and P4 appreciated our system’s real-
time aspect. P4 and P6 liked how the tool enables them to animate 
models in a physical context: “I can combine diferent stylizations 
to create dynamics like pressure and gravity so the models move 
around with a sense of physical reality” (P6). 4 participants (P2, P3, 
P4, P5) mentioned that the event markers are useful when fnding 
critical frames to position clips, such as timing squash and stretch 
in reaction to collisions (Figure 2g). P6 commented: “When there 
are many 3D objects, it is often hard to see what’s happening no 
matter how you orient the viewport, so having the markers is really 

helpful for me to know when two things are going to touch each 
other.” The feedback here supports the fulfllment of the Real-time 
visually plausible physics design goal. 

7.2.2 Preset Stylizations. 4 participants (P2, P3, P5, P6) found the 
preset stylizations to be useful with intuitive parameters: “they are 
very encouraging to work with” (P5). P3 and P6 believed that users 
who are not familiar with the 12 principles of animation are still 
able to use the presets and consequently learn about the principles. 
3 participants (P2, P4, P5) liked how the preset stylizations can speed 
up their workfow and serve as a source of inspiration for further 
creations, such as “I can quickly achieve something and use that 
as a base to work from” (P5) and “using the presets inspires me to 
create more because I can quickly iterate and prototype” (P2). 
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(a) Kinetic typography (b) Loading animation (c) Newton’s cradle (d) Advertisement 

Figure 9: Example animations based on participants’ suggestions. Please refer to the supplementary video for live actions. (a) 
and (b) are example 3D motion graphics. (c) can teach kids about physics, and (d) is a soft drink commercial. These animations 
can be used in domains like education, marketing, and immersive AR experiences. 

For specifc stylizations, P1 and P5 found arc to be “neat, subtle, 
and satisfying.” P6 thought that animating elongated models like 
dragons or snakes with arc could make them come alive, which 
is hard to do in traditional software. P4 and P5 found slow-in and 
slow-out to be convenient because in traditional tools they need to 
manually adjust keyframes. P5 mentioned that slow-in and slow-
out “makes an animation looks more professional.” P2 appreciated 
staging because it integrates a custom shader and visualizes in real-
time: “I was struggling with reproducing it in Cinema 4D because I 
had to render the animation to see the transparent material and it 
was slow to make adjustments.” 

7.3 Sample results 
Figure 8 shows animations by participants in the open creation 
sessions. 4 participants (P1, P2, P4, P5) created custom stylizations 
and one (P3) changed the anticipation behavior via the node graph. 

P5 and P2 created custom stylizations to add organic sense and 
randomness. P5 animated an elephant balloon loosing air (Figure 8a). 
The Rotate node is controlled by a sine-wave looking curve to mimic 
how the balloon fies randomly through the air. In P2’s animation, 
the elephant and cloud move up spirally in a tornado (Figure 8b). 
Their custom stylization is made with the Scale node to organically 
change the elephant’s size as if being stretched by the tornado. 

P6 and P3 brought out the soft-bodied nature of the octopus 
model. In P6’s animation (Figure 8c), they timed the slow falling 
of the octopus with an upward bending follow through to animate 
the soft tentacles lagging behind due to air resistance. In P3’s cir-
cus show (Figure 8d), they changed anticipation from bending to 
rotation. The octopus thus rotates around to “greet the audience” 
while preparing for the jump. P3 further used squash and stretch in 
every jump with high factor values to convey its soft-body nature. 

P1 and P4 bend the cloud model in custom ways. In P1’s anima-
tion (Figure 8e), a “wing fapping” efect is created with the Bend 
Deformation node so that the cloud moves lively around the tree. P4 
made a platform-game-style animation in which the octopus jumps 
from one cloud to another (Figure 8f). This is a challenging task 
since multiple collisions took place between objects. They created 
a “shake” efect with the Bend Deformation node for the clouds in 
reaction to the octopus’ landing. All the clouds were connected to 
the same node graph to share the same “shake” stylization. 

7.4 Example animations 
As shown in Figure 9, we created example animations to demon-
strate the expressiveness of our system based on participants’ an-
swers to the question “What kind of animations do you think this 
system is suitable for creating?” The participants thought our tool 
is ideal for authoring 3D motion graphics, like kinetic typogra-
phy (P2), loading animation (P1), and animated logos (P3). In terms 
of application domains, 4 participants (P2, P3, P5, P6) mentioned 
advertisements that showcase physical products, two mentioned ed-
ucational contents for kids (P3, P6), and one mentioned interactive 
animations for augmented reality (AR) experiences (P1). 

8 DISCUSSION 
As demonstrated above, the last two design goals and the frst re-
search question have been supported. The frst design goal and the 
second research question both focus on how the balance between 
ease of use and expressiveness is addressed through the layered 
authoring interface paradigm. The subjective feedback and ratings 
(Figure 7b) have shown that our tool is easy to use for both be-
ginners and more advanced animators. We are delighted to fnd 
that the participants also rated the expressiveness of our system 
to be somewhat higher than the traditional tools (Figure 7b). P4’s 
comment partially reveals the reason: “The traditional tools are 
very powerful, but it takes a lot more efort to fddle with.” 

The layered authoring interface paradigm requires gaining fa-
miliarity from the users in order to move from the surface level 
optimized for ease of use (timeline sequencer) to the second level 
that allows for more expressiveness (node graph). The design of our 
evaluation refected this intention by frst asking the participants to 
reproduce animations before they can freely create their own. P6’s 
comment “the node graph becomes useful once I am intermediate 
level with the tool” confrms this intended transition. 

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Although participants overall reacted positively to our system, they 
also provided constructive feedback and mentioned limitations for 
future improvements. P1 suggested that the animation curve of 
the Animate node could be integrated visually into the timeline se-
quencer in order to better edit the timing of animations. P5 wished 
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that more preset stylizations were provided, such as shape morph-
ing. In the future, we could collect 3D motion graphics and extract 
commonly used motion efects from them to enrich our preset li-
brary. Although our tool works well for authoring animations, P2 
wished that it could bake the animation data in an editable format 
for export so that they could render the animation in a more pow-
erful renderer like Arnold [6] and Octane [44]. Moreover, replacing 
the node graph in our tool with a state machine [35] could support 
interactive actions for games and other applications instead of only 
pre-scripted animations. 

Our layered authoring interface has two layers of abstraction. 
Adjusting the stylization parameters can be considered as the inter-
mediate level between the timeline sequencer and the node graph 
since the user can in a lesser degree customize these efects. There 
are some interesting questions to consider about how to extend 
this layered representation. Would having more intermediate layers 
between the two levels ease the transitions between them? Can we 
add a layer beyond the second one (i.e. a deeper level that defnes 
the behavior of the node graph), and how would that infuence the 
balance between ease of use and expressiveness? 

Our system has been designed with casual animation in mind 
to ease the barrier of entry for beginners. The clips in the timeline 
sequencer can be considered as a coarse version of keyframing (the 
start and end of a clip are two keyframes), serving as a starting 
point for learning more advanced keyframe controls in other tools. 
The implications of our design for learning are worth further study. 

10 CONCLUSION 
We have presented a system to help users easily create stylized 3D 
animations based on the traditional 2D animation principles [34, 55] 
that can adapt to common animation events such as contact and 
collision. Our layered authoring interface, consisting of a timeline 
sequencer and a node graph, balances between ease of use and 
expressiveness. A user evaluation and sample outcomes support 
the promise of our system, with potential future work in further 
enhancing the learning and authoring of 3D computer animations. 
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A DIFFERENCE FROM MOTION 
AMPLIFIERS [33] 

Although easy to use, Motion Amplifers has limited expressiveness 
due to its lack of a global timeline and customization capability. The 
user can only work with the preset efects and cannot sequence 
diferent animations and efects. This has confned the output of 
Motion Amplifers to looping animations without coordination 
among objects. The timeline sequencer with movable clips in our 
system allows for complex compositing and coordination, and the 
node graph enables the creation of custom efects. In terms of 
modularity, each motion efect in Motion Amplifer is independent 
of each other and can be toggled on or of. Our tool ofers more fne-
grained modularity than the binary on-or-of; the user can use the 
timeline sequencer to decide when and how long they want certain 
efects to take place, gaining more control and freedom over the 
outcome. Moreover, Motion Amplifer does not handle events such 
as contact and collision, which is essential for 3D animations [41]. 
In our tool, collisions are detected at every frame and indicated to 
the user via event markers to facilitate the positioning of clips and 
fne-tuning of stylizations. 

Overall, our system more efectively balance between ease of 
use and expressiveness through the layered authoring interface 
paradigm and, as a result, can produce a wider variety of animations 
as shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
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